
NOTRE VISION
Sharp eye surfboards has filled a gap in the surfboard market 
with an unprecedented commitment to consistency, quality, and 
customer service since 1992.
From the beginning, founder Marcio Zouvi has had the vision of 
creating a company that would gain a reputation not only for its 
excellence in quality, but also for providing the best customer 
service possible.
We have partnered exclusively with top suppliers in the market 
to obtain the best materials possible and are constantly investing 
in the development and testing new construction methods so 
our customers will always receive cutting edge surfboard 
technology.
As we venture into what some might say an uncertain future for 
surfboard manufacturing in the USA, we are proud to state that 
all our boards are 100% US-made by expert craftsmen with over 
one hundred years combined experience in the industry.
It is the combination of service, skill, and innovation that makes 
Sharp Eye the company it is today, and we won’t change that 
for any reason.

DESIGN/TECHNOLOGY
Sharp Eye is the first in California to adopt the SURFCAD System to 
its production line. As the most advanced system in the industry, 
SURFCAD utilizes state-of-the-art software and computer numerical 
control machinery.
The software allows the shaper to create the entire design on 
screen. Rocker, outline, rails, and concaves are all built according 
to the shaper’s concept.
The machinery pre-cuts blanks with incredible accuracy and 
resolution, leaving only the job of fine tuning to the shaper.
As the owner of both the software and machinery, Sharp Eye has 
leaped to a complete in-house production, controling all phases of 
the production.
Every single surfboard made by us, either custom or stock, has an 
ID number, which is stored digitally.
This ID number offers the customer the unique advantage of 
ordering the exact same board, or to add some changes to it, if 
desired.
The system offers enormous benefits and unlimited possibilities in 
surfboard design.
I encourage you to check out the difference in one of our dealers !

TEAM
Boyce, Brandon, Erica, Hira, Josh, Matt, Millin, Nick, Wesley

CONTACT
 SHARPEYE SURFBOARDS © 4941 PACIFIC HWY . SAN DIEGO, 
CA, 92110 Tel (619) 542-1088 or FAX (619) 542-0307

Big Guy Performance BG
Recommended size range : 6’6’’ - 8’0’’
This is an extended version of our shortboard. Designed for the big guy who needs the extra 
volume and widht. It is an excellent paddler and still rides like a shortboard.
Suggested width is : 19 to 22 inches. It’s also avalaible with the same tail options as SB-1.

Fun Board Performance FB
Recommended size range : 6’6’’ - 8’0’’
The design is the link between short and long boards. It has similar characteristics as the Big Guy 
Performance Model, having more template area and fullers rails. The rocker still allows you to ride 
it as a short board. It has a reverse Vee, double concave combo.
Available in squash, round and swallow tails.

GUN
For hawaii and big California surf. It was designed in two models, the G1 and G2.
G1 - RECOMMENDED SIZE RANGE : 7’0’’ - 8’6’’
For waves extremely hollow such as Pipe or Puerto. The rocker is continuous with more nose entry. 
The bottom is equiped with a reverse vee, double concave combo.
G2 - RECOMMENDED SIZE RANGE : 7’0’’ - 10’0’’
For large waves such as Sunset. A vee bottom running smoothly throught the last half of the board. 
The outline is a bit wider and the widest point was moved up a little.

Glider GL-1 & 2
Recommended size range : 5’0’’ - 6’8’’
The glider is one of our top small wave designs. It has a wider 1980’s outline combined with a low 
entry rocker and a triple convace bottom. Fast and maneuverable for those small summer days. 
Should be ordered 2 to 4 inches shoter than your normal board and 1/2 to 1 inch wider.
Available in squash and round tails. 
GLIDERS GL-2
We kept the same overall characteristics as the GL-1 and changed the outline to a swallow tail 
without a hip.

Glider GL-3
Updated for 2007, it has the same magic rocker as the GL-1. The bottom is a single to a double 
concave of the tail. The wide nose allows the surfer to catch waves more easily and creates more 
stability for those who are laerning how to surf.
Also avalaible in the double wing swallow format.

Mini Fun MF
Recommended size range : 5’0’’ - 6’4’’
It is just a egg shape for the boys end girls learning to surf or for the good surfer that wants 
something else for those small summer days.
Avalaible in round tail only.

SB-6
NEW DESIGN FOR 2007 !
Created for the most beach break 
conditions this design allows easy rail to rail 
maneuvers and smooth transitions without 
loss of speed. Tested by our tea with great 
feedback. Top WQS surfer used it in 2006.
Available in squash, swallow and round 
tails.

SB-1 & 2
Recommended size range : 5’1’’ - 6’6’’ REDESIGNED FOR 2007 !
New! Redesigned for 2007, the SB-1’s new rocker will push performance surfing to the highest level. 
It has a moderate nose entry with an extreme tail rocker, subtle single concave and low boxy rails. 
Designed for experienced surfers. Available in squash, swallow and round tails.
SB-2 Created for all arround surf. This board has a more continuous rocker with a triple concave 
combo. The deck is less domed with boxier rails. Speed and drive, the perfect combination for the 
most progressive performance. It come with the same tails options as the SB-1.

SBT-S
NEW DESIGN FOR 2007 !
This design was created using the same rocker and forward foil as off the SBT model. It has deep 
single concave. We changed the outline for a more fuller version, similar than the GL-1. It has an 
incredible speed and looseness. Should be ordered 2 to 4 inches shorter than your normal board 
and 1/2 to 1 inch wider.
Available in squash, swallow and round tails.

SB-X
NEW DESIGN FOR 2007 !
This is the first design of the «X» series. The low nose entry rocker, high tail exit, forward thickness, 
flatter deck and deeper triple concave are the main features of this board. Designed for experienced 
surfers that like to drive of the back foot and to go vertical. 
Available in squash, swallow or round tails.

Twin Fin PIG TFP
Recommended size range : 5’0’’ - 6’6’’
Designed for very small surfing conditions. It became popular as everybody went for extremes on 
fish designs. It has a very flat rocker with Bonzer, vee combo at the tail section. A twin fin set up 
with a trailer fin results in a very loose board with a good drive. It should be ordered 3 to 5 inches 
shoter than your normal board and 1/2 to 1 inch wider.

N E W
DESIGN 2007 !

SEMI GUN
Recommended size range : 7’4’’
It was developed targeting large and hollow surf. The bottom is equipped with a reverse vee, 
double concave combo. It has a solid control and yet loose in the pocket.
Available in round pin, round tail or baby swallow.

Sting Fish SF-1
Recommended size range : 5’0’’ - 6’8’’
The SF-1 was updated and it flies ! It’s low entry rocker, associated with a double concave and vee 
off the tail, creates this incredibly fast board and highly maneuverable board. It will still hold well 
in up to head hight surf by adding bigger fins. The SF should be ordered 2 to 4 inches shoter than 
your normal board and 1/2 to 1 inch wider.

SB-T Tipton Model
REFINED FOR 2007
This board was first created for the tall, experienced surfer. It has the most extreme rocker of all 
shortboards and a very distinct forward volume. The results so far are incredible. It is fast and 
feels underfoot. We also tried it in smaller versions for some of our team riders, and everyone 
was stoked.


